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Excel Gurus Gone Wild: Do the IMPOSSIBLE with Microsoft ExcelHoly Macro! Books, 2009


Drawn from actual excel conundrums posted on the author's website, www.mrexcel.com, this high-level resource is designed for people who want to stretch Excel to its limits. Tips for solving 100 incredibly difficult problems are covered in depth and include extracting the first letter of each word in a paragraph, validating...
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The Last Days of Las VegasSolothurnli, 2009
"The Last Days of Las Vegas" has been provided by its author, Roy Hayes, especially for PDFCHM.

“Cryptic as they come, with layers of mystery unfolding gradually, this new spy thriller is really something different: a chess puzzle that teases and  entices you on, with loads of action and appropriate amounts of sex....
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Building Engaged Team Performance: Align Your Processes and People to Achieve Game-Changing Business ResultsMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Harness the Power of Your Most Valuable Resource—Your Workforce!


	Process improvement approaches like Six Sigma and Lean Enterprise have worked wonders for countless organizations, but in the drive for true excellence, these approaches are only one important part of the formula.


	Building Engaged...
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LiveCode Mobile Development HotshotPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create your own exciting applications with 10 fantastic projects


	Overview

	
		Create your own mobile games and apps using LiveCode
	
		Develop user interfaces for mobile devices
	
		Use databases and advanced features of LiveCode



	In Detail


	There are...
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Energy Efficient Servers: Blueprints for Data Center OptimizationApress, 2015

	Energy Efficient Servers: Blueprints for Data Center Optimization introduces engineers and IT professionals to the power management technologies and techniques used in energy efficient servers. The book includes a deep examination of different features used in processors, memory, interconnects, I/O devices, and other...
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Android Application Development Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Over 100 recipes to help you solve the most common problems faced by Android Developers today


	About This Book

	
		Find the answers to your common Android programming problems, from set up to security, to help you deliver better applications, faster
	
		Uncover the latest features of Android...
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Chaos in Switching Converters for Power Management: Designing for Prediction and ControlSpringer, 2012

	This book addresses the need for models and techniques to predict stability boundaries, given trends toward miniaturization of switching power supplies in battery-operated portable devices, which lead to the exhibition of fast-scale chaotic instabilities.  The authors describe a method to predict stability boundaries from a...
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OpenGL 4 Shading Language Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Acquiring the skills of OpenGL Shading Language is so much easier with this cookbook. You'll be creating graphics rather than learning theory, gaining a high level of capability in modern 3D programming along the way.


	Overview

	
		Discover simple and advanced techniques for leveraging modern OpenGL and...
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Build iOS Games with Sprite Kit: Unleash Your Imagination in Two DimensionsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	For beginning iOS developers who want to write games and interactive applications.

	

	Take your game ideas from paper to pixels using Sprite Kit, Apple's 2D game development engine. Build two exciting games using Sprite Kit and learn real-world, workshop-tested insights about game design, including cognitive...
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Architecting the Industrial Internet: The architect's guide to designing Industrial Internet solutionsPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn the ins and outs of the Industrial Internet of Things through subjects ranging from its history and evolution, right up to what the future holds.


	About This Book

	
		Define solutions that can connect existing systems and newer cloud-based solutions to thousands of thousands of edge devices and...
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Python Reinforcement Learning Projects: Eight hands-on projects exploring reinforcement learning algorithms using TensorFlowPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Implement state-of-the-art deep reinforcement learning algorithms using Python and its powerful libraries

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement Q-learning and Markov models with Python and OpenAI
	
			Explore the power of TensorFlow to build self-learning models
	
			Eight AI...
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The Herbal Medicine Cookbook: Everyday Recipes to Boost Your HealthRockable Press, 2019

	
		The Herbal Medicine Cookbook is the definitive kitchen reference to transform everyday meals into natural remedies.

	
		Your kitchen is the heart of a holistic life. The Herbal Medicine Cookbook infuses everyday cooking with the healing power of everyday herbs to nourish your body with...
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